
TRAINING SHOT TIMER
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

To turn on the timer, press and hold the "ENTER" button for two seconds, 
which is located on the left side of the timer in the middle and marked with the 
symbol 'O'. When the timer is activated, the results of the last session and 
general statistics are displayed on the screen.

To turn off the timer, press and hold the "ENTER" button for two seconds on 
the main timer screen (statistics screen).

The timer is designed to capture firearm and CO2 shots in indoor and outdoor 
environments, and has technical abilities to capture dry fire trigger sounds.

FEATURES

TIMER ON/OFF

To update the firmware, download the MDT Training App on the Appstore or 
Google Play. Connect the timer to the app, select the timer icon and if an 
update is available, select the <<update>> button. The application will notify 
you via a push notification when an update is released.

FIRMWARE UPDATE

DOWNLOAD THE
MDT SHOT TIMER TRAINING APP

NEED ADDITIONAL SUPPORT?
support@mdttac.com

+1 (604) 393-0800
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TRAIN TOGETHER™
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After turning the timer on, you will see the main screen with general statistics 
and information about the last session.

STATISTICS

Main navigation menu1

Best split in the history of training2

Number of shots in the history of training3

Total time spent on training4

Duration of the last session5

Number of shots in the last session6

Time of the first shot in the last session7
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Settings

Repeat: 5

Delay
3.0s

Dry Time
5.0s

Pause
5.0s

.308 Win

10 100

After turning on the timer, you will see the main screen with general statistics 
and information about the last session.

DRY PRACTICE

Name of the shooter1

Start button to start training2

Choosing the type of weapon for training3

Volume and sensitivity4

The duration of the pause between sets5

Delay before the start of the session. With
this parameter you can postpone the start
of the session to train the speed of reaction

7

Number of sets for training6

DRY PRACTICE
START

From the main screen you can open the main menu. Navigation in the main 
menu is performed using the side buttons. You can select the needed section 
using the “ENTER” button.

MAIN MENU

Statistics of your training1

Shooting practice with customizable parameters2

Dry Practice mode to improve weapon skills3

Training history for all time4

Language, time, factory reset, and timer
information settings
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HISTORY

SETTINGS
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Live fire training.

SHOOT PRACTICE

Name of the shooter1

Start button to start training2

Choosing the type of weapon for training3

Volume and sensitivity4

Delay before the start of the session. With
this parameter you can postpone the start
of the session to train the speed of reaction
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